The main problems encountered with separating the kernels (of truth) from the chaff (of all kinds of slick promoters) in Cancer Alternatives include:

1. Lack of (controlled) studies published in ("reputable") medical journals

2. Frequent fraudulent testimonials by paid people who never had cancer

3. "Secret" ingredients which are typical for Ayurvedic and Chinese "anticancer" concoctions, and where enormous financial resources pay off fraudulent "researchers" to produce fake papers about their efficacy, to allow the sponsors to rake in even more profits from the unsuspecting victims. Note that no serious researcher will take on a "secret" remedy. How could she/he know what she/he is testing?

Now to your specific questions:

1. Cesium best applied I.V. in conjunction with Ozone, followed by minerals, then vitamins. Note though that the patients reported in 1984 were all treated with p.o. Cs.

2. Cesium has been used by many lay people & many were successful of getting rid of their cancers though we have no data on the actual success rate.

3. Oral treatment is fraught with all kinds of problems including:

   a. Adverse reactions: diarrhea, nausea, vomiting, abdominal discomfort; cardiac arrhythmias (from lack of K & Cu) & where there are reports that they may even have required hospitalization;

   b. Malabsorption particularly in GI & GU cancers;

   c. Unknown amounts of the ingredients. Note that not a single one of the manufacturers & distributors of the ingredients of the high pH therapy has ever contacted me, let alone given any evidence of any quality control of their products including Cs.

   d. Necessity of ozone being administered directly I.V.
e. Cancer personality accounts for a significant amount of unnecessary failures.

f. Different cancers require modifications of the program

g. If less than 0.6 g of Cs is absorbed in a 60 kg (132 lbs) patient, cancer growth may be accelerated.